
 

                Introductory  Note on  “  BASIC  CHART READING,  HORARY  ESSENTIALS.”                                                            

.                                           By  Late Sri M.C.Appa, Vice President, KP Astrologers Forum, India 

        ASTROLOGY:                      Astrology is a highly respected Science, no other method of divination  is 

worthy of  mention.   Various branches of Astrology are:- 

  1).  NATAL  Astrology,            2).  HORARY  Astrology,           3).  MUNDANE / JUDICIAL  Astrology.   

  4).  ELECTIONAL  Astrology.  5).  MEDICAL  Astrology.          6).  ASTRO-METEOROLOGY.                                                   

.       {  Muhurtha, }                        ( Astro-Pathology )                  ( Weather Forecasting ) 

 7).  KERALA  Astrology.           8).  KABALA  Astrology.            9). OMENS.( not superstitious beliefs)                                                                                

.      ( Face Reading )                                                                         (  SUGUNA.)  

           {  Guruji  Sri. KSK,  mentioned that  Sl.Nos.  7, 8, & 9  would be dealt with  in other books.} 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

    1).                                          NATAL  ASTROLOGY / BIRTH CHART. 

      This concerns largely with the life of Human beings.   A Chart is made out  for the  moment of birth and 

for the particular place of birth (P.O.B.,  Lat;  &  Long.).    One can read all events about the native; 

character, temperament, longevity, health, accident, finance  & fortune, marriage, ..etc.    Hence,  Natal  

Astrology is very useful  for one and all. 

   2).                                            HORARY  ASTROLOGY. { KP:  1 to  249 Subs } 

      Horary Astrology is one of the most Versatile Tools invented by the Late  Guruji  Sri.KSK.    This branch 

of science  is resorted to  mainly  by those who have no  horoscopes or who doubt  the correctness  of the 

Birth Data.    Even when is confident  about one’s  prediction in the other   branches of the  science,  Horary 

Astrology has to be used as a final  safe method to declare  with confidence the  results  already obtained. 

      This branch is mysterious, perfect, wonderful,  and most useful.    One can predict longevity,  health, 

success / failure in one’s  enterprise, time of marriage, the description of  partner,  divorce / reunion, birth 

and death of children,  examination results,  recovery of lost articles, speculation – gain by lottery/  race 

/ legacy, litigation and anything  &  everything on Earth…!! 

                                            PRINCIPLES  O F JUDGMENT 

      Aspects are the modifying  influences in horoscopes  and a prediction is never complete, unless  the  

aspects are properly studied.    Diametrically opposite results enjoyed  by the  TWINS  can be scientifically 

explained  by the aspect between the  Cusp  and the significator. 

                                                                                                                                      …..   Contd  on Page2. 
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                                                                A  FEW  USEFUL  HINTS. 

     1).  Assess  the strength of the  Planet.  …   ( Western   System .)                                                                                         2).  

What is the quality of the Aspect. ?.      Beneficial / Evil                                                                                                     3).  

Is the Aspect  Rapt  /  Wide.  ?                                                                                                                                                                4).  

Note the affairs governed  by  the house occupied by  the aspected  planet.  Is it  combined  with                                

any other  planet.   Any connection with malefics ,  more specially with Lords of  6, 8, or 12  either                         

being conjoined with them  or occupying  their stars  etc., =  Evil.                                                                                   5).  

The correct way is to judge by taking  the planet’s  occupation, Lordship of  houses and  its nature;            

occupation in a particular constellation and the modification by the lord of the constellation is                                     

more important .  {  eg:  a).  JUP  &  VEN  =  Natural  benefics,  prove worst evils.     b).  MAR  & SAT                                

are  Natural Malefics.   Are immensely  benefics  for some.                                                                                             6).   

Is the aspected planet  dignified.?     Exaltation, Vargottama,  Moola Trikona,  Swakshetra, friend’s                

Quarters &  enemy’s camp7).The nature of the sign occupied by the aspected planet i.e., Movable/  Fixed 

/ Dual  and  Fiery /                             Earthy / Airy / Watery.    It is also important to note  who is the lord of 

the constellation in which    .           the aspecting planet is situated.                                                                                                                                          

8).   Don’t  miss to include  FORTUNA  while offering the prediction.   It improves the matters signified                

by the house in which it is located.   Fortuna represents worldly success 

9)  Selection of fruitful  significators :    After selecting  significators for a particular event, say  Marria-                      

–ge ( 2,7, & 11:   7th the Main & other supporting  cusps),  & with the help of  Ruling Planets ,                   .          

select the fruitful one’s  by eliminating  planets with  negative forces,  Retrogrades .   Select the                            

common planets  and  allot  among the  D.B.A   running at that time.  The event  will fruictify  duri-                                       

the conjoined  period, provided  the  TRANSITS  also co-operate.                                                                              

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

             For    HORARY  CHARTS: 

    1).   Ask for a number  between   1  &  249  ( KP  sub Lords), from the client.   Chart will be prepared                

for the Time and the Place  of the  Astrologer, ( not  to the  P.O.B  of the native), for the given No.                                               

2)    Make thorough  study of the  Ascdt;  placement of planets, aspects  etc.,   MOON  indicates what                            

is going on in the mind of the  person.   Analysis of  the MOON  should  broadly  indicate the signi-                          

–ficators of the   Q: …   Otherwise – not  sincere  &  mischievous .  In such cases, it is not  worth       .            

proceeding  to find the  result.                                                                                                                                      3).     

To ascertain the fructification of the event  (  at short time,  delay ,/ long ), ref:  to the Sub Lord                         of 

the  11th cusp )  

                                                                                                                                                                                               

REF-  {  Extracts  from  KP’s  Advanced  Stellar  Astrology Books .} 

 Hyderabad, darted  the  23rd, July, 2013.                                                   { M.C.APPA }                                                                                                                                                  


